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ducation and safety training has always been at the forefront of services the Syracuse
Builders Exchange (“SBE”) provides member employers and their employees. With the
renovated classroom in 2008, came an enhanced offering of construction related
education and safety training classes. As SBE Education & Safety Training Coordinator
Melissa Gould and our many instructors prepare for the upcoming education and safety training
season, we are excited to modify and enhance the delivery of classes to our members and
employees.
COVID-19 concerns and disruptions taught us to adopt additional delivery methods using widely
accepted technology as people were unable to attend in-person classes. Remote learning, while
not ideal, had many benefits which SBE will implement beginning in the Fall of 2021. Delivering live
instruction from our classroom with additional students attending remotely will be a top priority, as providing both in-person
and remote learning opportunities simultaneously will allow SBE to train and educate additional students.
Upcoming classes will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twelve OSHA-10 Sessions
Two OSHA-30 Sessions
Emergency Action Plans
NYS DEC Erosion & Sediment Control
MWBE/SDVO Growth Accelerator (8-week course)
Surety Bonding – An Insider’s Look
Silica Train the Trainer
Excavation and Trenching Safety
Architectural Blueprint Reading
Scaffold User Safety
Fall Protection Safety
First Aid/CPR
Pandemic Preparedness
Insurance Marketing Trends & Building a Competitive Program
Mechanic’s Lien Filings
Much more!

The majority of the classes are free to members and their employees, while some classes charge a nominal fee. I
encourage our members to frequently visit www.syrabex.com, click on “Education and Safety” then “Upcoming Classes”.
There members will learn about our ever-changing list of classes and how to register for a class. In addition, all classes will
be listed in SBE’s weekly e-bulletin.
SBE welcomes feedback from the industry regarding adding new education and safety training classes, so feel free to
send suggestions to Melissa Gould at SBE.
As we prepare to close 2021 and begin planning and budgeting for 2022, I’d like to thank our members and those who
contribute to Construction Contractor. While this year has been unique in many ways, the loyalty of our members and the
support SBE receives from the industry remains strong and consistent. On behalf of our staff and Board of Directors, thank
you to all who have helped make 2021 a successful year.
Yours truly,

Earl R. Hall
Executive Director
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Almost

50 years

serving the construction
industry across NY,
OH and PA

Heritage

Quality & Service

The ADMAR Experience

ADMAR was founded in 1972. We’ve
been growing ever since our modest
beginning in Rochester, New York. We
are continually expanding, providing
rentals, sales, parts and service across
New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Our
New York branches include Albany,
%LQJKDPWRQ%XʏDOR&DQDQGDLJXD
Rochester and Syracuse.

We are one of the largest
independent construction equipment
rental and sales companies in the U.S.
(Top 50 RER list). We have an extensive
equipment inventory from over 50
major brands, and vast resources to
PDLQWDLQDQHTXLSPHQWʑHHWWKDWLV
newer, more reliable and serviced by
2(0FHUWLʐHGWHFKQLFLDQV

Our team is committed to providing a
superior customer experience from
\RXUʐUVWFDOOWR\RXUHTXLSPHQW
pickup or delivery, to accurate
customer billing and invoicing.

We specialize in machine control
and positioning solutions from
Topcon and other top brands.

SYRACUSE, NY | 315.433.5000 | admarsupply.com
ALBANY
518.690.0750

BINGHAMTON
607.798.0333

BUFFALO
716.873.8000

CANANDAIGUA
585.396.0031

ROCHESTER
585.272.9390

Self-made woman

Tupper urges younger job-seekers to consider building trades
Martha Conway

Del Lago Resort
onna Tupper
got hergot
start
the in
building
tradestrades
onna Tupper
herinstart
the building
by cleaning
and patching
up vacant
properties
by cleaning
and patching
up vacant
properties
for realtors.
As clients
requested
more more
of her,of her,
for realtors.
As clients
requested
she made
it herit mission
to learn
more, more,
she made
her mission
to learn
becoming
a property
manager
and eventually
hiring hiring
other other
becoming
a property
manager
and eventually
women
to work
women
towith
workher.
with her.

brought
to thetojob
education
in law,in alaw,
reala estate
brought
theanjob
an education
real estate
licenselicense
and experience
working
for the
of
and experience
working
for state
the state
of
Tennessee.
MiddleMiddle
daughter
Stephanie
K. Baker
servesserves
Tennessee.
daughter
Stephanie
K. Baker
as director
of human
resources
and union
benefits;
she is she is
as director
of human
resources
and union
benefits;
educated
in mental
healthhealth
but also
herleft
career
to work
educated
in mental
butleft
also
her career
to work
with her
mother.
with her mother.

Thirty-eight
years years
later, she
is she
president
and sole
Thirty-eight
later,
is president
andowner
sole owner
of Infinity
Northeast,
Inc., Inc.,
a New
York York
state state
and and
of Infinity
Northeast,
a New
Tennessee
Certified
Woman-Owned
Business,
and she
Tennessee
Certified
Woman-Owned
Business,
and she
can becan
selective
in the in
projects
she will
undertake.
The The
be selective
the projects
she
will undertake.
business
is headquartered
in Syracuse,
with satellite
business
is headquartered
in Syracuse,
with satellite
officesoffices
on Murfreesboro,
Naples, Fla.,
Fla.,
in Murfreesboro,Tenn.,
Tenn., Naples,
andand
Orlando,
Orlando,
Fla.Fla.

TupperTupper
is a member
of the of
Syracuse
Builders
Exchange
is a member
the Syracuse
Builders
Exchange
and aand
signatory
to Northeast
Regional
CouncilCouncil
of
a signatory
to the Northeast
Regional
of
Carpenters
Local 277
and
says
has
a very
Carpenters
Local
277
andshe
says
she
has aloyal
veryclient
loyal client
base that
the meticulous
attention
to detail
that that
basewants
that wants
the meticulous
attention
to detail
InfinityInfinity
Northeast
provides.
Northeast
provides.

Tupper’s
eldesteldest
daughter,
Director
of Project
Tupper’s
daughter,
Director
of Project
Management
Jessica
T. Graham,
has headed
up projects
Management
Jessica
T. Graham,
has headed
up projects
throughout
the USthe
forUS
herfor
forher
several
years years
now. Graham
throughout
for several
now. Graham
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own
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said. “My
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all our
have
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own special
said. “My
field people
are spectacular
handling
projects
at the at
site,
field people
are spectacular
handling
projects
the site,
and they
working
for a woman-owned
anddon’t
theycare
don’tthey
careare
they
are working
for a woman-owned
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business.”
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Labor:
The The
NextNext
Generation
Labor:
Generation
TupperTupper
said she
core
group group
of foremen,
said has
she ahas
a core
of foremen,
superintendents,
field workers
and administrative
staff; staff;
superintendents,
field workers
and administrative
however,
the field
is growing,
and and
seasoned
however,
the field
is growing,
seasoned
professionals
are aging
professionals
are aging
out ofout
construction.
The The
of construction.
time is
timeripeis for
ripe getting
for getting
younger
younger generations
generations
interested,
recruited
and and
interested,
recruited
trainedtrained
to work
in thein the
to work
building
tradestrades
building
“Kids “Kids
don't don't
know know
that that
construction
opportunities
construction
opportunities
really really
exist,”exist,”
she said.
she “It's
said. “It's
Donna Tupper - President & CEO
as strong
as theasmedical
as strong
the medical
industry.
The demand
for medical
facilities
and housing
industry.
The demand
for medical
facilities
and housing
isn't going
to diminish,
regardless
of politics.”
isn't going
to diminish,
regardless
of politics.”
Locally,
tradestrades
are primarily
taughttaught
at Board
of
Locally,
are primarily
at Board
of
Continuing
ContinuingEducation
EducationServices
Serviceslocations.
locations.
Vocational-technical/trade
schools
teach teach
hands-on
skills skills
Vocational-technical/trade
schools
hands-on
for specific
careers,
such as
welding,
auto mechanics,
for specific
careers,
such
as welding,
auto mechanics,
plumbing
and carpentry,
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others.others.
AmongAmong
the the
plumbing
and carpentry,
benefits
of a trade
education
are theare
reduced
time time
benefits
of a school
trade school
education
the reduced
it takesit to
graduate,
more affordable
tuitiontuition
costs, costs,
smaller
takes
to graduate,
more affordable
smaller
class class
sizes, sizes,
hands-on
training
and job
hands-on
training
and placement
job placement
services.
services.

“This is
a great
you
work
“This
is a field
greatthat
fieldcan
thatput
can
putright
youtoright
toafter
work after
high high
schoolschool
with with
on-the-job
opportunities
and and
on-the-job
opportunities
boots-on-the-ground
experience,”
Tupper
said.
“Be “Be
boots-on-the-ground experience,” Tupper said.
dependable,
conscientious
and open-minded,
and those
dependable,
conscientious
and open-minded,
and those
opportunities
could could
be endless.
Good Good
employers
know know
opportunities
be endless.
employers
their workers
can make
or break
their companies,
and and
their workers
can make
or break
their companies,
they like
to
reward
them
with
more
responsible
–
and
they like to reward them with more responsible – and
financially
rewarding
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financially
rewarding
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the ranks.
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don’t don’t
want to
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For For
want
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if
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My team
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because
I wantI to
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team shares
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because
want
to reward
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it possible.
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who made
it possible.
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so much
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above
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to think
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think there
is
spacespace
only for
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with
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too,
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so many
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the COVID
shutdown
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shutdown
last year,
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to
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around
and
see
what
last year, it’s a good time to look around and see what
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out is
there,”
she said,
out there,”
she said,
explaining
that most
herof her
explaining
that of
most
crew crew
is over
is 40.
over “Maybe
40. “Maybe
they had
a
lot
of
time
they had a lot of to
time to
think about
new goals
think about
new while
goals while
they were
lockdown
and and
they in
were
in lockdown
don’t don’t
want want
to go toback
to
go back
to
minimumor
low-paying
minimum- or low-paying
jobs. jobs.
Now is
theistime
Now
the to
time to
Jessica T. Graham- Director explore
this field.”
explore
this field.”
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led classes
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the union
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unemployed
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who
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Women
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she said.
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Girls’ World
Expo is
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Girls’ World
Expo
is a 21-year-old
national
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chance
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connect
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and partners
in theirin their fear and
aims
to connect
to resources
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to help
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their potential.
For For
communities
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help them
their potential.
peoplepeople
who don’t
to start,
union
is a great
whoknow
don’t where
know where
tothe
start,
the union
is a great
resource
to become
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with.” with.”
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to become
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TupperTupper
said not
all not
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or are
suited
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want
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are suited
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schools
have eliminated
shop classes
college,
and many
schools
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shop classes
for staffing
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for staffing
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Opportunities
for women
and minorities
Opportunities
for women
and minorities
And construction
is oneisfield
opportunities
exist exist
And construction
onewhere
field where
opportunities
for diverse
populations
due to
requirements
for diverse
populations
duehiring
to hiring
requirements
required
of project
owners,
especially
in public
projects.
required
of project
owners,
especially
in public
projects.
In addition,
there will
bewill
an be
enormous
demand
for more
In addition,
there
an enormous
demand
for more
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more.
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due to government
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outfits due to
government
were to take on an apprentice, he or she would need to
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for those
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dates for
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– I have
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having
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have
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huge passion
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tolove
Tupper
that and
theI have
employees
and for it. I don't
manufacture and bring products to market, and nowhere
want
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she said.
“I want to market
contractors
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Infinity
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are members
of trade
In-house trade work includes architecturals, millwork and
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myas
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especially
younger
ns, such
the so
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Local
277. –For
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finish carpentry; she hires subcontractors for other
generations
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theshe
business.”tradework when serving as general contractor.
on, if she
were to take
an apprentice,
he or
Lumber, steel and other building materials have seen
d need to join the union.
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hikes – in some cases as much as tripling
She said if people work hard, stay focused and COVID-related
find
costing
in price – but that has not discouraged project owners
something
they enjoy,
not learn
like work.
would have
no problem
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them
in-house,”

said, adding that in-house trade work includes
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willfinish
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itecturals,“The
mill work
and
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upper hires
subcontractors
other
tradework when
racted as a general contractor.
Infinity Northeast is well-positioned

well-experienced
complete
ove my and
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for it. I don't
public
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my company,”
said. “I want
to market
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works
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story so maybe other people – especially younger

who
have
to getshock
the work
done.
People have
had
sticker
in the
post-shutdown
world. COVID-19 has created shortages of staff to
manufacture and bring products to market, and nowhere
is this more evident than in construction.

Lumber, steel and other building materials have seen
incredible cost hikes – in some cases as much as tripling
in price – but that has not discouraged project owners
who have to get the work done.
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forinto
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he said Nuclear
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“We’re
moving
development, and that ta
some planning,” Tupper sa
property she is developing
self-contained communitie
North Carolina and Flor
and
medical
facil
throughout the USA.

These residential commun
will include residences wi
focus on retirees who d
want to do their own prop
upkeep anymore and that
be more mobility-impa
NCH, Florida

friendly.

“Construction
has been
large COVID-19-proof,
and we
“We’re moving into development, and that takes some
“Construction
has been largely
COVID-19-proof,
and
“There are a lot of singles and couples who don’t w
pride ourselves
on our
to schedule
planning,” Tupper said of property she is developing into
we pride ourselves
on our ability
toability
schedule
and stickand
to stick to that
to take care of their properties anymore or climb sta
schedule,”
self-contained
andthe last 1
that schedule,”
Tupper Tupper
said. said.
she communities
said. “I want toin
helpNorth
peopleCarolina
really enjoy
Florida, and20
medical
facilities
throughout
the
USA.
years of their lives.”
Oneofchallenge
of is
scheduling
is whether
One challenge
scheduling
whether the
materialsthe materials
complete
the be
project
will be
available
when promised
to complete to
the
project will
available
when
promised
These residential
communities
include
She also
is looking will
at what
her residences
target communities
at
the
price
quoted,
something
that
needs
at the price quoted, something that needs to be knownto be known
with a focuslacking;
on retirees
who don’t
want to
do Naples,
their own
for instance,
Tupper
said
Fla., is so
before
able
to build
those
air-tight schedules.
before being
able being
to build
those
air-tight
schedules.
lacking in
physical and
therapy
property upkeep
anymore
thatfacilities.
will be more
Tupper has learned a lot about managing schedules and
Tupper has learned a lot about managing schedules and
mobility-impaired friendly.
has groomed a team of problem-solvers to handle any
The development work is planned to support her
has groomed a team of problem-solvers to handle any
impacts that might keep the project from moving forward.
downand
the couples
road, while
daughters
“There areretirement
a lot of singles
whoher
don’t
want steer
impacts that“But
might
keep
the cheap
projectout
from
forward.
you
never
onmoving
a job or
cut corners,” she
legacy
she’s
built.
“But you never
out on
a job
or the
cut projects
corners,”won’t
she be liningtouptake care of their properties anymore or climb stairs,”
said,cheap
“because
pretty
soon
said, “because
soon
the projects
won’t
be profit
lining a
uplittle thanshe
for pretty
you. It’s
better
to reduce
your
to said. “I want to help people really enjoy the last 10 to
Forlives.”
more information, visit infne.com.
20 years of their
for you. It’s compromise
better to reduce
your profit a little than to
your integrity.”
compromise your integrity.”

She also is looking at what her target communities are
lacking; for instance, Tupper said Naples, Fla., is sorely
lacking in physical therapy facilities.
Tupper’s definition of success is when the Infinity team

Defining success
Defining success

completes
projectisand
hears
the compliments
on it,
Tupper’s definition
of a
success
when
the Infinity
team
The development work is planned to support her own
complimenting
the ethics on
with
completes aespecially
project and
hears the compliments
it, which the
retirement
down the road, while her daughters steer the
project was handled,
as with
well which
as thethefinal project
especially complimenting
the ethics
legacy she’s built.
project wasaesthetics.
handled, as well as the final project
aesthetics.

For more information, visit infne.com.
“We’re one of the few companies that leaves a site
without
punchlist,”
she that
said.leaves
“My team
“We’re one
of thea few
companies
a siteis trained to
never
leave
a
site
without
a
detailed
punchlist,
so we
without a punchlist,” she said. “My team is trained
to
have
to go aback.”
never leavedon’t
a site
without
detailed punchlist, so we
don’t have to go back.”
Tupper wasn’t worried about the challenges of 2020 –
she
was
confident
she
keep people
busy, and she
Tupper wasn’t
worried
about
thecould
challenges
of 2020
did.
– she was confident
she could keep people busy, and
she did.
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HSE Consulting Services, LLC

Providing Quality, Integrity and Value for 25 Years
Sarah Hall
hen Brian King started HSE Consulting
Brian
started
HSE Consulting
Services, LLC, hen
in 1997,
he King
ran the
one-man
operation from Services,
his house.LLC, in 1997, he ran the one-man
operation from his house.
little bigger now.
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including as
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required
by the Clean
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approximately 900
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of King
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$45,000
of
work
he
different
complexes
in theadjuster
suburbsand
surrounding
Detroit,”
y had contracted, as well as testing equipment and
King said. “Working
with
the insurance
the
already
had
contracted,
as
well
as
testing
equipment
and
“Working
with the insurance
and the
pany van offered by the engineering company, or
property ownerKing
we said.
assessed
the damage,
developedadjuster
a
a company
offered Health
by the And
engineering
or
property
we assessed
damage, developed a
ld take the
position ofvan
Corporate
Safety company,
remediation plan
and owner
provided
contractortheoversight
heoffered
could take
the position
of Corporate Health And Safety
remediation
andwas
provided
contractor oversight
or he was
at another
company.
during the project
to ensure plan
the work
done properly.”
Director he was offered at another company.
during the project to ensure the work was done properly.”

Now HSE’s clients include residential and commercial
he time, my wife and I had just finished building a
Nowthe
HSE’s
clients
and commercial
“Attop
the
time,
wife
and I given
had just
finished
building
a
customers
in both
public
and include
private residential
sector, from
ome, and to
it off
shemy
had
recently
birth
to
customers
in
both
the
public
and
private
to top
off she
recently given birth
to
schools,
municipalities and government agencies to sector, from
ungest new
son,”home,
Kingand
said.
“It itwas
an had
interesting
schools, municipalities
andenvironmental
government agencies to
son,”
King
said.and
“It Iwas
industrial and manufacturing
facilities and
n. But Iour
hadyoungest
confidence
in my
ability,
had an interesting
industrial
and manufacturing
facilities
firms.
The company
also rents out
healthand
and environmental
decision.
had boss,
confidence
my the
ability, and remediation
I had
wanted
to be But
my Iown
so I intook
remediation
firms.
The
company
also
rents
safety
equipment
for
confined
spaces
and
community
air out health and
always up
wanted
beand
myformed
own boss,
ering company
on its to
offer
HSE inso I took the
safety
equipment
for
confined
spaces
and
community air
monitoring, noise and vibration, among other things.
997.” engineering company up on its offer and formed HSE in
monitoring, noise and vibration, among other things.
early 1997.”
“We’re very diversified, so we fill a lot of niches,” King
everal years King, an American Board of Industrial
“We’re
very diversified,
so we
we provide
fill a lot is
of niches,” King
said.
more interesting
services
ForIndustrial
several years
King, an
Americanstack
Board of Industrial“One of the
e Certified
Hygienist,
performed
said.
“One
of
the
more
interesting
services
asbestos
consulting—building
surveys,
project we provide is
Hygiene clients
Certifiedwhile
Industrial
Hygienist,
performed stack
for industrial
adding
industrial
asbestos
consulting—building
surveys,
project
monitoring, etc.—and laboratory analysis of asbestos
testing
for
industrial
clients
while
adding
industrial
monitoring, etc.—and laboratory analysis of asbestos
e projects, including a survey for the Air National
and mold samples.”
hygiene
including
a surveyhealth
for the Air National
and mold samples.”
in Niagara
Falls,projects,
NY, preparing
site specific
Guard
Niagara Falls,
NY, preparing
site specific health
afety plans
andin conducting
training.
When mold
HSE is the only laboratory in Central New York with a
and safety
conducting
mold
HSE ismicroscope
the only laboratory
in Central
e recognized
as an plans
indoor and
air quality
issue, training.
King’s Whentransmission
electron
(TEM). This
piece New
of York with a
became recognized as an indoor air quality issue, King’s
transmission electron microscope (TEM). This piece of
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machinery allows technicians to analyze materials with
machinery
allows technicians to analyze materials with
the smallest asbestos
fibers.
the smallest asbestos fibers.
“[Those fibers] really are the most dangerous from a
“[Those
fibers]
really
the mostdeep
dangerous from a
health perspective,
because
they
canare
penetrate
health
perspective,
because
they
can
penetrate deep
into the lungs where they can’t be eliminated,” King said.
into the lungs where they can’t be eliminated,” King said.
King said the TEM can see particles at the molecular
King microscope
said the TEMcan
cando.
seeInparticles
at the molecular
level, which no other
New York
level,
which
no
other
microscope
can
do.
State, some samples—non-friable organically bound In New York
State, some
samples—non-friable
organically bound
(NOB) materials—require
TEM
analysis.
(NOB) materials—require TEM analysis.
“We decided to purchase this very expensive tool and
“We decided
to facility
purchase
this very expensive tool and
do extensive renovations
to our
to accommodate
do extensive
renovations
ourour
facility
to accommodate
the TEM because
in the end
we felt to
that
clients
TEM because in
the end with
we feltthe
that our clients
deserved thethe sophisticated
analysis
deserved
the
sophisticated
analysis
with the
convenience of a local dedicated supplier,” King said.
convenience of a local dedicated supplier,” King said.

Gene Cochran, Corporate Sales and Marketing
Cochran,
Corporate
Sales
Manager for HSE,Gene
said the
TEM is just
one of the
thingsand Marketing Douglas Gee, Manager – Asbestos Laboratory Services,
sitting in front of the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
Manager
for
HSE,
said
the
TEM
is
just
one of the things
that sets HSE apart from its competitors.
that sets HSE apart from its competitors.
“This is a very educated group of individuals with
“HSE has tremendous value in all we offer our clients,”
“This isand
a knowledge
very educated
group
of individual
extensive experience
in their
respective
“HSE
has
tremendous
value
in
all
we
offer
our
clients,”
Cochran said. “From analytical in our laboratories, to
extensive Cochran
experience
and knowledge in their resp
pieces
of
the
business,”
said.
“From analytical
in our laboratories, to
working with Cochran
different said.
manufacturers
and industrial
pieces of the business,” Cochran said.
working
with
different
manufacturers
facilities in keeping their workplace safe and compliantand industrial
King agreed.
facilities
keeping
workplace
King agreed.
with New York
State in
and
OSHAtheir
standards,
andsafe
theand compliant
with
New
York
State
and
OSHA
standards,
and
the
“All of the people we’ve hired have helped grow HSE
training programs we offer can assist literally any
“All of the
people
hired have
helped gro
one way or another,”
King
said.we’ve
“However,
a couple
businesses.” training programs we offer can assist literallyin any
in
one
way
or
another,”
King
said.
“However,
a
businesses.”
deserve special mention: my wife, Tina, eventually came
deserve
special
mention:
my
wife,
Tina,
eventually
on board full time and is now the CFO, and Dan Hoosock,
In order to continue to serve its client base, HSE has
on board full
and is now
and Dan Ho
In
order
to
continue
to
serve
its
client
base,
HSE
has Vice President
HSE’s
– time
Operations
is the
an CFO,
excellent
expanded, moving into a 4,000-square-foot building in
HSE’s executive.
Vice President
Operations
is an ex
moving
into aasatellite
4,000-square-foot
building
in
manager
and trusted
I seek–their
counsel for
Cicero in 2011.expanded,
The firm also
opened
office in
manager
and
trusted
executive.
I And
seekwe
their coun
Cicero
in
2011.
The
firm
also
opened
a
satellite
office
in
just
about
every
major
decision
HSE
makes.
Endwell five years ago. And according to Vice President
justcompany
about every
decision
HSEour
makes. A
Endwell
five years
ago. And
according
to Vice President
would not be the
we aremajor
without
Doug Gee,
of Operations Dan
Hoosock,
they hope
to open
additional
would
not
be
the
company
we
are
without
laboratory manager, who is without a doubt the mostDoug G
OperationsNew
DanYork
Hoosock,
satellite officesofthroughout
state. they hope to open additional
manager,inwho
is without a doubt the
accomplished laboratory
laboratory manager
the area.”
satellite offices throughout New York state.
accomplished laboratory manager in the area.”
“We are always looking to expand our offerings to
King strives to be at the top of the
“Weare
arecomplimentary
always looking
to expand
our offeringsIndeed,
to
include services that
to those
that we
Indeed,
environmental,
health
andKing
safetystrives
game. to be at the top
include
services
are complimentary
to those that
we
currently provide,
and
that that
benefits
our clients in
environmental,
health
and safety game.
currently
and workforces
that benefits
improving the health
and provide,
safety of their
or theour clients in
improving
the health
and safety
the a competitor, so I love the competition to be the
protection of the
environment,”
Hoosock
said. of their workforces or “I’m
competitor,
sohe
I love
to
best and the work“I’m
thata this
requires,”
said.the
“Tocompetition
be the
protection of the environment,” Hoosock said.
best
and
the
work
that
this
requires,”
he
said.
“To
most knowledgeable so as to advise your clients
King said expansion is contingent on maintaining the
mosthave
knowledgeable
asthetosubjects
advise your
appropriately,
you
to constantly so
study
King said expansion is contingent on maintaining
the
same level of service.
appropriately,
you
have
to
constantly
upon which they request your assistance. To attractstudy
the the su
same level of service.
upon
which
they
request
your
assistance.
best talent, you have to work on the business to make To attr
“We would only do this if we can maintain the quality
besteverything
talent, you
have
onemployer
the business to
sure you’re doing
you
canto
to work
be the
do this
wehave
can now,”
maintain the quality
and integrity and “We
valuewould
to ouronly
clients
that ifwe
sureyour
you’re
doing everything
can
to be the em
of choice among
competitors.
To giveyou
your
clients
integrity and
value
to our clients
that we have now,”
he said. “Whileand
we appreciate
every
opportunity
we won’t
of you
choice
among
your on
competitors.
To give
the best value,
have
to work
your pricing
to your
he said.
“While
we appreciate
we won’t
take on a project
unless
we think
that HSEevery
is theopportunity
right
best value,
have to profit
work while
on your pric
ensure that thethe
company
makesyou
an adequate
unless we think
that HSE is the right
choice and take
that on
wea project
can accomplish
the client’s
ensure that theclients
company
makes
adequate
prof
still being competitive—our
know
how an
hard
we
choice
and
that
we
can
accomplish
the client’s
being
competitive—our
know how ha
objectives.”
work for them still
to get
the results
they need. clients
We compete
objectives.”
for them to
get the results
they need.
internally to work
continually
improve
ourselves,
our We co
internally
to
continually
improve
ourselves
HSE is able to provide such a high level of service
processes, our service and ultimately our client’s
HSE is able to provide such a high level of service
processes,
our
service
and
ultimately
our
because of its employees.
satisfaction.”
because of its employees.
satisfaction.”
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Take charge
of your building.
Install EV charging stations at little or no cost.
It’s time. Electric Vehicle adoption is growing fast. All those drivers need
somewhere to charge up while they work, shop or visit your destination.
National Grid can help through our Upstate New York EV Charging
Station Program—an opportunity for your business, workplace, and
community to install EV charging stations at little or no cost.
Visit ngrid.com/TakeChargeUNY today and qualify for up to
100% EV infrastructure funding.

New York State 2021

Workers’ Compensation Updates

Brett Findlay, Vice President, Business & Construction Risk, OneGroup
here have been significant changes applicable
to New York State workers’ compensation this
year. An aggregate rate decrease on the horizon,
an increase to the maximum weekly payroll limitation
and an increase to the maximum workers’ compensation
weekly benefit will most likely have the largest potential
impact.
New York State employers will again benefit from an
aggregate rate decrease to their workers' compensation
programs over the coming year.
On May 14th, 2021 the New York Compensation
Insurance Rating Board filed its annual loss cost
indication with the New York State Department of
Financial Services. An approved and published filing for
the expected decrease of 6.4% of the overall loss cost
level was then announced on July 15th, 2021. The
change in rates is effective on policies renewing on or
after October 1, 2021. This is the sixth consecutive year
with an overall workers’ compensation loss cost
decrease in New York State.
The impact of the loss costs, or rates, will vary
depending on each individual classification code.
Again, it is important to note that these rate changes
will not go into effect on any individual policy until
October 1. If your effective date is before that date, you
will have to wait until your policy renewal before any
potential rate changes apply. Regardless of when your
effective date is, you should know the exact rate
changes to your classifications sooner rather than later.
It’s important to not only forecast the future costs of your
program, but also to develop a marketing plan for your
upcoming renewal.

Additionally, the maximum weekly payroll limitation/cap
for eligible classifications has risen significantly. Effective
July 1st, 2021, the new cap will be $1,594.57. This is a
9.1% increase from the prior years’ cap of $1,450.17.
There will be an impact on the cost associated with
eligible employers’ workers’ compensation premium.
Also effective July 1st, 2021, the maximum weekly
workers’ compensation benefit increased by 9.1% as
well. The new maximum benefit is $1,063.05 as opposed
to the prior years’ $966.78.

You may ask what this means? For any individual
questions and/or concerns, please do not hesitate to
contact us at your earliest convenience.
For a better understanding on the potential impact to
your business, please reach out to Brett Findlay, Vice
President of Business & Construction Risk, OneGroup.
You may reach Brett direct at (315) 280-6376 or email
BFindlay@OneGroup.com.
OneGroup is a team of specialists, dedicated to risk
management and construction industry specific
insurance issues. OneGroup serves as a resource to
your organization for all your construction specific
questions and concerns. And takes great pride in being at
the forefront of industry trends.
You can learn more about OneGroup at:
www.OneGroup.com
or
more
specifically,
http://www.OneGroup.com/business-insurance/unique-i
ndustry-solutions/construction-industry/.

I anticipate that this type of rate fluctuation will cause some
volatility in the insurance marketplace. Insurance carriers
may look to using higher loss cost multipliers, amongst
other possibilities, in order to offset rate decreases. You
should be in front of this, as should your broker.

www.syrabex.com
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Who’s Your Business Partner: Essential Corporate PLanning
Richard D. Boyle, Esq., Sheats & Bailey, PLLC

ever wondered
will happen
the triggering
of total
and permanent
ave youave
everyou
wondered
what willwhat
happen
to your to your the triggering
event ofevent
total and
permanent
disabilitydisability
while while
ownership
if they
pass away important
important
to an actively
managed
company
might
businessbusiness
partner’spartner’s
ownership
if they pass
away
to an actively
managed
company
might not
be not be
or
become
disabled
and
unable
to
work?
It’s
a
morbid
as
important
for
a
passively
managed
company.
For
or become disabled and unable to work? It’s a morbid
as important for a passively managed company. For
thought,
but
without
proper
planning
it
could
significantly
example,
if
your
company
is
engaged
in
the
business
of
hought, but without proper planning it could significantly
example, if your company is engaged in the business of
impact
a
company’s
operations.
Further,
imagine
being
site
work,
then
a
total
and
permanently
disabled
mpact a company’s operations. Further, imagine being
site work, then a total and permanently disabled
stuck
with
your business
or shareholder
shareholder
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stuck with
your
business
partner’spartner’s
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childrenchildren
or
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work in an
excavator
or go to or go to
even
some
stranger
as
your
new
business
partner
who
jobsites.
Therefore,
that
total
and
permanently
even some stranger as your new business partner who
jobsites. Therefore, that total and permanently disableddisabled
knows nothing
about
the construction
but is now shareholder
shareholder
need a mechanism
to be out
bought
knows nothing
about the
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so out so
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you collecting
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With planning
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these can
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many Buy/Sell
Agreements
are triggered
by a
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be can be
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many Buy/Sell
Agreements
are triggered
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of
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a
“Buy/Sell
shareholder’s
termination
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employment
from
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alleviated by way of implementing a “Buy/Sell
shareholder’s termination of employment from the
Agreement”.
A
Buy/Sell
Agreements
is
entered
into
by
a
company.
This
may
be
by
voluntary
termination,
Agreement”. A Buy/Sell Agreements is entered into by a
company.
This may be by voluntary termination,
company
and its shareholders
setting
forthupon
terms upon termination
termination
fororcause
or retirement.
Voluntary
termination
company
and its shareholders
setting forth
terms
for cause
retirement.
Voluntary
termination
which
a
shareholder’s
ownership
will
be
held
after
certain
and
retirement
are
straight
forward
triggering
events.
But
which a shareholder’s ownership will be held after certain
and retirement are straight forward triggering events. But
“triggering
i.e., disability,
death, disability,
termination
of termination
termination
forascause
as a triggering
event
can be defined
“triggering
event(s)”event(s)”
i.e., death,
termination
of
for cause
a triggering
event can
be defined
employment,
or if a shareholder
simplytowants
to sell their and tailored
and tailored
fit a company’s
For
employment,
or if a shareholder
simply wants
sell their
to fit a tocompany’s
businessbusiness
needs. needs.
For
respective
ownership.
it is important
to maintain
shareholders
respective
ownership.
example,example,
maybe itmaybe
is important
to maintain
shareholders
whohave
do not
haveconvictions,
felony convictions,
so that
your company
who do not
felony
so that your
company
Depending
on
what
business
your
company
is
engaged
is
not
excluded
from
certain
projects
or
if a
Depending on what business your company is engaged
is not excluded from certain projects or what if what
a
in,
will
determine
what
“triggering
event(s)”
should
be
shareholder
unexpectedly
moves
out
of
town.
In
such
n, will determine what “triggering event(s)” should be
shareholder unexpectedly moves out of town. In such
by the Buy/Sell
Agreement.
Most
of the Buy/Sell instances
instances
be important
the company
and
coveredcovered
by the Buy/Sell
Agreement.
Most of the
Buy/Sell
it may itbemay
important
for the for
company
and
Agreements
are
triggered
by
a
shareholder’s
death.
But
remaining
shareholders
to
buy
out
the
troubled
shareholder.
Agreements are triggered by a shareholder’s death. But
remaining shareholders to buy out the troubled shareholder.

Your Source for Steel, Stainless, Aluminum & More
Structural
Shapes & Bars

Sheet & Plate
Products

Concrete Reinforcing
Products

Drainage
Products

Piles
Decks & Grates

Additional Building
Materials

Tube
& Piping

Snow Plow & Heavy
Equipment Wear Parts

P.O. Box 539, 8085 State Hwy 12, Sherburne, NY 13460

www.SteelSalesInc.com
WBE / DBE Certified

Custom Fabrication
Vacuum
Truck Parts

Bucket Liners
/Rebuilds

Grizzly Grates

Asphalt Silo

Crusher Plates

Liner Plates

800-238-7833 or 607-674-6363 - Fax: 607-674-9706
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Once
you
have determined
which triggering
events the
legal and
experienced
counsel you
should be
Once you
have
determined
which triggering
events the
ForCompetent
more information
on Buy/Sell
Agreements
Buy/Sell
Agreement
should
cover,
you
should
next
consulted.
Buy/Sell Agreement should cover, you should next
may contact Richard D. Boyle, Esq. of Sheats & Bailey,
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the ofbuyer
of the shareholder’s
selling shareholder’s
determine
who thewho
buyer
the selling
PLLC; a law firm dedicated to serving the construction
andthehow
the shares
be
shares shares
should should
be andbehow
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should should
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industry. Tel: 315-676-7314;
purchased.
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shareholders,
purchased.
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or any combination
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buy
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or any combination
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can buycan
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www.theconstructionlaw.com.
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shareholder’s
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the purchasing
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addition,
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should
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to how
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selling shareholder’s
as to how
selling
shares shares should be
purchased.
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should be
purchased.ForFor
example,
theevent of a death, the
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event of a death, the deceased
through the proceeds of a life insurance policy held by
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through the proceeds of a life insurance
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policy held by the company or remaining
excellent source of income to a deceased shareholder’s
shareholders. This not only can alleviate a
family.
cashflow problem, but also provide for an
excellent source of income to a deceased
Finally, the Buy/Sell Agreement can lay out in advance
shareholder’s family.
the payment terms and purchase price to also lesson the
burden on a company and the remaining shareholders.
Finally, the Buy/Sell Agreement can lay
In the event of a death and if life insurance proceeds are
out in advance the payment terms and
available, the deceased shareholder’s shares may be
purchase price to also lesson the burden on
able to be purchased all at once. However, in the event
a
company
and
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remaining
of a termination of employment the purchase price for the
shareholders. In the event of a death and if
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installments
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deceased
shareholder’s
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able to be
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that
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forHowever,
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in the event
of
a
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employment
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shareholder’s
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purchased atvaluation
a
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price.
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triggering event, which sets forth the purchase price.
Buy/Sell Agreement is that the purchase
For 70 years and counting, Benderson Development
price for a As
selling
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is planning a company
you shareholder’s
can see, without
proper
has been committed to developing and
already determined
upon
a triggering
that you have
worked
so hardevent.
to build up could suddenly
This canbecome
be done
by
any
number
of
ways
jointly owned by an otherwise undeserving party
maintaining premier properties.
such as
annualin your
meeting
thatan
is a thorn
side. of the
shareholdersFor
setting
the purchase
more forth
information
on Buy/Sell AgreementsLet’s
you build something great together.
price ormay
having
an independent
valuation
contact
Richard D. Boyle,
Esq. of Sheats & Bailey,
done upon
a
triggering
event,
which
sets
PLLC; a law firm dedicated to serving the construction
forth theindustry.
purchase price. Tel:
315-676-7314;
Email: CONTRACTORS WANTED

There’s strength in

our numbers

Visit benderson.com/construction

rboyle@theconstructionlaw.com;
or call 716.886.1100 for the latest jobs out to bid.
As you
can see, without proper planning
www.theconstructionlaw.com.
a company that you have worked so hard to
build up could suddenly become jointly
The information provided above is not intended to
owned by an otherwise undeserving party
serve as specific legal advice for any particular situation.
that is a thorn in your side.
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POWERING
YOUR SUCCESS
Since 1980, Five Star Equipment has been known as a leader in selling new and used
equipment and providing high-quality rental equipment. But we do more than that:
WE OFFER A RANGE OF SERVICES FOR FULL LINE CONSTRUCTION, COMPACT
CONSTRUCTION, AND FORESTRY EQUIPMENT.

SALES

RENTALS

SERVICE

PROTECTION

Q Full Line of John
Deere Construction
and Forestry
Equipment

Q Large Inventory
of Equipment and
Attachments

Q Seven Service
Facilities

Q Fleet Management
with JD Link™
and John Deere
WorkSight™

Q John Deere
SmartGrade™
Technology

Q Convenient
Same-Day Pickup
Q Rent-to-Own Options

Q Topcon Grade
Control OEM Dealer

Q Daily, Weekly and
Monthly Rates
Available

Q Wide Selection of
Industry-Leading
Attachment and
Technology Brands

Q Mobile Onsite
Repair Service

Q Undercarriage
Monitoring and
Service

Q Factory-Trained
Service Technicians
Q Knowledgeable
Parts Professionals

Q Comprehensive
Extended Warranties

Q Dedicated Product
Support Sales
Specialists

®

80 0 - 4 4 1-819 5
DUNMORE, PA
570-346-1701

WATERFORD, PA
814-796-2663

WILLIAMSPORT, PA
570-494-4030

F I V E S TAR E Q U I P M E N T . C O M
KIRKWOOD, NY
607-775-2006

ORCHARD PARK, NY
716-662-2191

ROCHESTER, NY
585-235-3011

SYRACUSE, NY
315-452-4560

“No Surprises Act” Passes,

Effective
January
1,
2022
Lori Browne, Vice President, The Exchange Agency Inc.
ederal Law has passed a No Surprises Act
effective January 1, 2022 to all health insurance
issuers nationwide who offer coverage, subject to
applicable State Law protections. NYS implemented a
Surprise Medical Billing Law in 2015.
In light of the two converging, it’s a good time to review
the following:

What is the Surprise Medical Billing Law?

Your Rights and Protections
Against Surprise Medical Bills
When you get emergency care or get treated by an
out-of-network provider at an in-network hospital or
ambulatory surgical center, you are protected from
surprise billing or balance billing.

www.syrabex.com

What is “balance billing” (sometimes called
“surprise billing”)?
When you see a doctor or other health care provider, you
may owe certain out-of-pocket costs, such as a
copayment, coinsurance, and/or a deductible. You may
have other costs or have to pay the entire bill if you see a
provider or visit a health care facility that isn’t in your
health plan’s network.
“Out-of-network” describes providers and facilities that
haven’t signed a contract with your health plan.
Out-of-network providers may be permitted to bill you for
the difference between what your plan agreed to pay, and
the full amount charged for a service. This is called
“balance billing.” This amount is likely more than
in-network costs for the same service and might not count
toward your annual out-of-pocket limit.
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“Surprise billing” is an unexpected balance bill. This can
happen when you can’t control who is involved in your
care—like when you have an emergency or when you
schedule a visit at an in-network facility but are
unexpectedly treated by an out-of-network provider.

You are protected from balance billing for:

Emergency services
If you have an emergency medical condition and get
emergency services from an out-of-network provider or
facility, the most the provider or facility may bill you is
your plan’s in-network cost-sharing amount (such as
copayments and coinsurance). You can’t be balance
billed for these emergency services. This includes
services you may get after you’re in stable condition
unless you give written consent and give up your
protections not to be balanced billed for these
post-stabilization services.

Certain services at an in-network hospital or
ambulatory surgical center
When you get services from an in-network hospital or
ambulatory surgical center, certain providers there may
be out-of-network. In these cases, the most those
providers may bill you is your plan’s in-network
cost-sharing amount. This applies to emergency
medicine, anesthesia, pathology, radiology, laboratory,
neonatology, assistant surgeon, hospitalist, or
intensivist services. These providers can’t balance bill
you and may not ask you to give up your protections not
to be balance billed.

When balance billing isn’t allowed, you also
have the following protections:

•

You are only responsible for paying your share of the
cost (like the copayments, coinsurance, and deductibles
that you would pay if the provider or facility was
in-network). Your health plan will pay out-of-network
providers and facilities directly.

•

Your health plan generally must:

o Cover emergency services without requiring
you to get approval for services in advance (prior
authorization).
o Cover emergency services by out-of-network
providers.
o Base what you owe the provider or facility
(cost-sharing) on what it would pay an in network provider
or facility and show that amount in your explanation of
benefits.
o Count any amount you pay for emergency
services or out-of-network services toward your
deductible and out-of-pocket limit.
To review protections in NYS for different types of
insurance coverage, visit:
www.dfs.ny.gov/consumers/health_insurance/surprise_
medical_bills.
Lori Browne, PAHM is Vice President of The Exchange
Agency Inc. at The Syracuse Builders Exchange. 315
437 9346. This article is not intended to be exhaustive nor
should any content be construed as Legal Advice.
Content from Zywave, Inc, all rights reserved

If you get other services at these in-network facilities,
out-of-network providers can’t balance bill you, unless
you give written consent and give up your protections.
You’re never required to give up your protections from
balance billing. You also aren’t required to get care
out-of-network. You can choose a provider or facility in
your plan’s network.
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State of Upstate New York
Construction Industry
Earl R. Hall, Executive Director – Syracuse Builders Exchange

t is remarkable what a difference a year makes when
comparing the state of the construction industry in
upstate New York. Without reflecting on the obvious
COVID-19 related and governmental mandated
challenges from 2020, the state of the regional
construction industry is strong.
One of my most accurate barometers has been the
architectural billings and regional architectural activities.
While such is not the only measure for future construction
opportunities, it does tell a compelling story for what to
expect in the next 6-18 months. Although my prediction of
a 25% decline in the first half of 2021 projects out for bid
was slightly high, my prediction of a resurging economic
recovery in the second half of 2021 and all of 2022 is
proving to be correct.
Architects throughout the northeast United States and
upstate New York are reporting a strong recovery,
hampered only by a shortage of employees to fill many
open positions. The architectural billings from those firms
have continued to grow substantially over the past few
months, indicative of the strong demand from clients to
develop future projects. Much of the new architectural
work is being performed in the commercial and industrial
sectors. While the northeast may lag the national
average a bit, upstate New York is poised to take
advantage of the increase in architectural services in the
public infrastructure, institutional, commercial, and
industrial spaces.
Unfortunately, there remains a
shortage of qualified architects for hire.
Much of the design work is reported to be associated
with building renovations, remodeling, retrofits, and
rehabilitation work on existing structures. Specifically,
such construction work is more prevalent in the northeast
region of the United States than elsewhere in the country.
Preserving existing historical buildings and upgrading
existing properties remains high on the list of clients
seeking architectural services. A local example of this is
the collaborative project between the Syracuse City
School District and Onondaga County to renovate the
former Central Tech High School into a state-of-the-art
STEAM school in 2022.
Regionally, many projects remain in the pipeline for
construction, with other significant potential projects being
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strongly considered by elected officials and project
owners alike (chip fabrication plant in Clay, NY, and Route
81 project). Project owners who postponed projects in
2020 are now planning those projects for later in 2021
and beyond. The continuation of the Amazon projects in
Liverpool and Dewitt, the new Crouse Health Center,
Cree’s Carbon Device Manufacturing facility in Marcy and
Utica’s new Mohawk Valley Health System hospital are
just a few examples of current projects under
construction in central New York.
In addition to the construction resurgence, there remains
optimism about the possible infusion of federal stimulus
dollars to fund regional governmental initiatives,
especially those projects included in the proposed federal
infrastructure bill recently approved by President Biden,
Senator Majority Leader Charles Schumer and House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi. Such infrastructure projects
would include roads, bridges, wastewater treatment
facilities and installation of broadband technology to
underserved communities throughout New York state.

Headwinds
Although the construction industry is poised to take
advantage of future construction projects in upstate New
York, many issues employers are experiencing today
may continue into late 2021 and beyond. Concerns
which may impact construction in the future include:
Inflation – From an economic perspective, inflation is
defined as a general increase in prices and decrease in
the purchasing value of money. With the influx of trillions
of dollars into the United States economy, and thus to
communities across the country, inflation remains a huge
concern to project owners and construction contractors
alike. Over the past nine years, the average annual
inflation rate has been 1.6%. An annual inflation rate of
2.5% could very well add 10% to a project’s total cost.
Increase in Material Costs and Material Shortages – Due
to inflation, the decline of purchasing power over time, the
significant increase in material costs, and material
shortages, project owners will pay more for the cost of
material on their projects which may impact their ability to
develop a project within budget. While the industry is
Fall 2021 • CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR 25

seeing some signs that the price increases in steel,
lumber, cement, etc. may have stabilized, industry
leaders are wondering what the new normal in prices
might look like in late 2021 and 2022, and when the
timely availability of material will return.
Supply Chain Issues – The delivery of materials to
construction job sites remains a major issue for
contractors and project owners today, with no end in
sight. Labor shortages impacting all sectors of the
industry from contractors, delivery drivers, suppliers,
manufacturers, etc. continues to slow the delivery of
goods and materials essential for the timely completion
of projects. Projects have not been canceled because of
supply chain issues, but contractors remain concerned
about contractual obligations to general contractors or
project owners. Pundits have opined such supply chain
issues may see relief later in 2021 once the labor force
problem improves.
Labor – COVID-19, New York State and the federal
government have compounded the labor shortage
problem that has plagued the upstate New York
construction industry for the past few years. New York
State’s inability to enforce return to work requirements for
those collecting unemployment insurance has
significantly impacted the construction, retail, and
hospitality industries.
The federal government’s

continuous $300 unemployment insurance supplement
to New York State’s unemployment insurance benefits in
many cases incentivizes those who are unemployed to
not return to the workforce. In addition, the federal
government’s requirement for employers to pay COBRA
premiums for those unemployed or ineligible employees
only compounds the issues as such also is a disincentive
to return to work. The COBRA and unemployment
subsidies end in September 2021.

Analysis
The construction industry in upstate New York has
strong momentum, powered by the predicted influx of
federal and state dollars funding significant projects for
years to come. The funding of projects by various
governmental entities, supplemented by the return of
private capital into the market, will lead to a significant
period of growth for the industry. While headwinds may
pose short-term obstacles for contractors and project
owners, the future of the upstate New York construction
industry remains on an upward trajectory.
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Green Building Tax Incentives – Part II
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA, Dannible & McKee LLP

n Part I of this series, we highlighted the
incentives available under the current tax
code. Debate continues in Congress around a
landmark infrastructure bill that would cost 3.5
trillion dollars. We also have seen a smaller
bipartisan bill with another trillion dollars focused
on infrastructure spending. The specifics
surrounding the tax increases to pay for the
increased spending remain unclear due to
Republican opposition. What we do know is clean
energy continues to be a major focus of President
Biden’s proposed legislative changes. The
President’s administration released its “Green
Book” for the 2022 fiscal year, which contains
several energy-related tax proposals.
Extend
and
Enhance
Renewable
Alternative Energy Incentives

and

The following credits are scheduled to expire
at the end of 2021.
Biden’s Green Book
proposals include extensions of the following:
1.

Renewable Electricity Production Credit

The general business tax credits include a
renewable electricity production tax credit for
each kilowatt hour of electricity produced from
qualified energy resources at a qualified facility.
2.

Renewable Energy Investment Credit

An investment tax credit for certain energy
property, including, solar and geothermal electric
property, qualified fuel cell power plants,
stationary microturbine power plants, geothermal
heat pumps, small wind property, waste energy
recovery property and combined heat and power
property.
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3.

Residential Energy Efficiency Credit

Taxpayers may claim a nonrefundable credit
for the purchase of certain residential energy
efficient property, including, solar electric
property, solar water heaters, fuel cell property,
geothermal heat pumps, small wind turbines and
biomass fuel property installed in a taxpayer’s
U.S. residence
Establish Tax Credits for HeavyMedium-Duty Zero Emissions Vehicles

And

Currently, the Internal Revenue Code provides
business
and
individual
taxpayers
a
nonrefundable tax credit for “qualified plug-in
electric drive motor vehicles” including passenger
vehicles and light trucks. The proposal would
provide a business tax credit for new mediumand heavy-duty zero emission vehicles, including
battery electric vehicles and fuel cell electric
vehicles, to promote consumer choice and vehicle
adoption. Vehicle manufacturers would submit to
the Internal Revenue Service the medium- and
heavy-duty vehicles eligible for the credit.
For each vehicle class, the tax credit would be a
set amount per vehicle. For tax years beginning
January 1, 2022, credits will range from $25,000
up to $120,000 for long-haul vehicles. This credit
would phase out to lower values through 2027.
Extend and Enhance Energy Efficiency and
Electrification Incentives
1. Construction of New Energy Efficient Homes
The proposal would increase the tax credit for
an energy efficient home from $2,000 to $2,500
and extend the tax credit five years to December
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31, 2026. The proposal would also modify and
expand the dwelling units eligible for the credit. In
addition, certified Energy Star homes would also
be eligible for the tax credit.
2. Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings
The proposal would increase the maximum
section 179D deduction per square foot from
$1.80 to $3.00 for qualifying property placed in
service after December 31, 2021. The partial
deduction rate would be increased from $0.60 to
$1.00 per square foot for qualifying property
placed in service after December 31, 2021.
3. Mechanical Insulation Labor Costs
The proposal would create a new general
business tax credit for qualifying mechanical insulation
labor costs. The tax credit would be equal to 10 percent
of the mechanical insulation labor costs paid or incurred
by the taxpayer during such taxable year. Mechanical
insulation labor costs would include the labor cost of

installing mechanical insulation property, including
insulation materials, and facings and accessory
products, for a depreciable mechanical system that is
placed in service in the United States and that satisfies
certain energy loss reductions. The credit would be
available for labor costs incurred after December 31,
2021, through December 31, 2026.
The President has made it clear his focus is on clean
energy. This article highlighted a few of his key
proposals, but this only scratches the surface. As always,
I encourage contacting a tax professional that is well
versed in the industry to ensure all available tax
incentives are utilized.
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA is a tax partner at Dannible &
McKee, LLP. Nick has over 16 years of experience
providing tax and consulting services to a wide range of
clients, including individuals and privately held
companies. If you have questions for Nick regarding the
green building tax incentives reviewed in this article, feel
free to contact him at nshires@dmcpas.com or
315-472-9127.
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